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The Open Dinosaur Project
4HE�UBIQUITY�AND�INCREASING�RESPECTABILITY�OF�THE�7ORLD�7IDE�7EB�HAS�DRAMATICALLY�CHANGED�THE�

way that science is reported in recent years, especially palaeontology.  But so far, it has had much 

LESS�EFFECT�ON�HOW�IT�IS�ACTUALLY�DONE���7HILE�BLOGS�AND�MAILING�LISTS�PROVIDE�INCREASINGLY�IMPORTANT�

VEHICLES�FOR�DISCUSSING�PUBLISHED�RESEARCH��PUBLIC�PARTICIPATION�IN�THE�SCIENTIlC�PROCESS�IS�STILL�MOSTLY�

after the event: discussing and interpreting (and often disagreeing with) results that have been 

arrived at by the same rather closed methods that have been in use for many years.  Initiatives 

SUCH�AS�THE�!UDUBON�3OCIETY�S�#HRISTMAS�"IRD�#OUNT��3%4) HOME��ANALYSING�ASTRONOMICAL�DATA�FOR�

signs of extraterrestrial intelligence) and Folding@home (simulation of protein folding) go some 

WAY�TOWARDS�ALLOWING�LAYMEN�TO�CONTRIBUTE�TO�SCIENTIlC�ENDEAVOURS�IN�OTHER�lELDS��BUT�THERE�IS�

NOTHING�ANALOGOUS�IN�PALAEONTOLOGY��AND�THESE�PROJECTS�ARE�IN�ANY�CASE�VERY�CIRCUMSCRIBED�IN�WHAT�

contribution they allow people to make: provision of raw data and CPU cycles.

%NCOURAGED�BY�THE�HIGH�LEVEL�OF�CONTRIBUTION�IN�THE�COMMENTS�OF�OUR�BLOGS�3AUROPOD�6ERTEBRA�

Picture of  the Week (<http://svpow.wordpress.com/>) and 4HE�/PEN�3OURCE�0ALEONTOLOGIST 

(<http://openpaleo.blogspot.com/>), we felt that the time was right to try to change that.  In other 

lELDS��THE�TECHNIQUE�OF�hCROWDSOURCINGv�n�INVITING�CONTRIBUTIONS�TO�A�PROJECT�FROM�ANYONE�WHO�FEELS�

inclined to pitch in – has been very successful.  The most visible example is perhaps the rise of 

7IKIPEDIA���http://wikipedia.com/>): that an encyclopedia written and maintained by volunteers 

EXISTS�AT�ALL�IS�ASTONISHING�ENOUGH��BUT��MORE�THAN�THAT��ITS�INCREASING�MATURITY�OVER�THE�LAST�FEW�

YEARS�HAS�RESULTED�IN�ITS�BECOMING�A�SURPRISINGLY�RELIABLE�RESOURCE�THAT�IS�NOW�UNQUESTIONABLY�THE�

Internet’s primary reference site for most purposes (its coverage of dinosaurs is excellent).  But 

OTHER�EXAMPLES�ARE�NOT�HARD�TO�lND���7HEN�THE�Guardian�ACQUIRED�HALF�A�MILLION�PAGES�OF�OFlCIAL�

documents relating to MPs’ expenses in June last year, it invited volunteers to review them in search 

OF�IRREGULARITIES��AND�VERY�QUICKLY�UNCOVERED�MUCH�INFORMATION�THAT�ITS�OWN�JOURNALISTS�WOULD�NEVER�

have had time to sift out (<http://mps-expenses.guardian.co.uk/>).  Achievements like these 

show that the part-time efforts of many untrained people can sometimes be more fruitful than the 

concentrated focus of a few specialists.

#OULD�SUCH�TECHNIQUES�BE�APPLIED�TO�PALAEONTOLOGICAL�RESEARCH���.OT�AT�SUCH�A�SCALE��OBVIOUSLY��FAR�

fewer people are seriously interested in dinosaur science than are provoked about being defrauded 

by their supposed representatives.  Still, we had seen enough interest in our blogs, and on mailing 

LISTS��TO�FEEL�THAT�THERE�WAS�A�SIGNIlCANT�BODY�OF�INTERESTED�LAYMEN�OUT�THERE�WHO�WOULD�MAKE�A�REAL�

contribution if the mechanism existed for them to do so.  And one evening in Southern California – 

after a few beers, naturally –  Andy and Matt thrashed out a basic structure for such a project, and 

INVITED�-IKE�ON�BOARD�THE�NEXT�DAY���7E�RE�INTERESTED�IN�HOW�ORNITHISCHIAN�DINOSAURS�EVOLVED�FROM�

THE�PRIMITIVE�STATE�OF�BIPEDALITY�TO�QUADRUPEDALITY�n�A�TRANSITION�THAT�OCCURRED�INDEPENDENTLY�IN�AT�

least three different lineages (thyreophorans, ceratopsians and ornithopods).  To comprehensively 

study how that happened, and whether it happened in the same way each time, involves analysing 

measurements of thousands of bones from hundreds of specimens.  Much of that information 

IS�PUBLISHED�BUT�INACCESSIBLE��AS�IT�IS�SCATTERED�ACROSS�INNUMERABLE�PAPERS�IN�VARIOUS�LANGUAGES��

other measurements have never been published in any form.  Gathering and collating these 

measurements seemed like an ideal pilot project for the idea of crowdsourcing science, with the 

POSSIBILITY�OF�RUNNING�FURTHER�PROJECTS�IN�FUTURE�IF�THE�lRST�IS�SUCCESSFUL���!ND�SO�WAS�BORN�THE�/PEN�

$INOSAUR�0ROJECT��OR�/$0�FOR�SHORT���http://opendino.wordpress.com/>).
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Openness

/UR�EXPLICIT�GOAL�IS�TO�OPEN�UP�EVERY�ASPECT�OF�THE�PROCESS�OF�PRODUCING�A�FORMAL�PEERREVIEWED�

publication: to allow anyone who wishes to contribute where appropriate, and at least to be able to 

see every step of the process.  That goal is expressed in the following aspects:

s� -OST�IMMEDIATELY��THE�PROJECT�IS�OPEN�TO�CONTRIBUTIONS�OF�DATA�n�ORNITHISCHIAN�LIMBBONE�

measurements – whether harvested from published accounts or personally measured.  (See 

below for more detail on how we handle these contributions.)

s� #ONTRIBUTORS�ARE�WORKING�ON�A�UNIlED��FORMATTED�BIBLIOGRAPHY�AND�MASTER�LIST�OF�MUSEUM�

abbreviations.

s� 7E�ARE�OPEN�TO�SUGGESTIONS�ON�HOW�TO�ANALYSE�THE�COLLATED�DATA��AND�HAVE�ALREADY�BENElTED�

greatly from the insights of contributors with more background in statistical methods than we 

OURSELVES�HAVE���7E�EXPECT�PROJECT�MEMBERS�TO�RUN�SOME�OF�THE�ANALYSES�AND�PREPARE�lGURES�

illustrating trends.

s� !LTHOUGH�THE�THREE�OF�US�WILL�PREPARE�THE�MANUSCRIPT��WE�PLAN�TO�OPEN�IT�TO�ALL�CONTRIBUTORS�FOR�

pre-submission review, and fully expect the eventual submission to be much the stronger for 

having gone through this process.

s� #RUCIALLY��THE�PROJECT�WILL�BE�OPEN�TO�THE�WORLD��IN�THAT�THE�RESULTING�PAPER�WILL�BE�PUBLISHED�

in an open-access venue: at present, we expect to submit to 0,O3�/.%, in part because PLoS 

JOURNALS�WILL�ALLOW�UNLIMITED�COLOUR�lGURES�AND�APPENDICES�

s� 4HE�DATABASE�BEING�ASSEMBLED�IS�ALREADY�FREELY�AVAILABLE��AND�THE�SNAPSHOT�THAT�WE�PERFORM�

THE�ANALYSES�ON�WILL�BE�INCLUDED�AS�SUPPLEMENTARY�INFORMATION�IN�THE�PUBLISHED�PAPER���7E�

INVITE�OTHER�WORKERS�TO�START�USING�THE�DATA�AS�SOON�AS�THEY�WISH��AND�REQUEST�ONLY�THAT�THEY�

NOT�PUBLISH�WORK�BASED�ON�THAT�DATA�BEFORE�THE�/$0�S�OWN�PAPER�COMES�OUT��AND�THAT�THEY�

acknowledge the Project for providing the data.

s� &INALLY��THE�PROCESS�OF�ASSEMBLING�THE�PAPER�IS�OPEN�THROUGH�BLOGGING��AND�THROUGH�THE�

comments that project participants leave on the blog entries).  At each stage, we explain what 

WE�ARE�DOING��WHY�WE�ARE�DOING�IT�THAT�WAY��AND�WHAT�WE�EXPECT�TO�DO�NEXT��AND�WE�SOLICIT�

COMMENTS�ON�THE�FUTURE�PLANS���7HEN�THE�PAPER�IS�PUBLISHED��THE�/$0�BLOG�WILL�BE�A�UNIQUE�

“paper-trail” documenting how it came about.

So far as possible, we want the project to have no secrets from the world.

About the data

Data for the ornithischian gait project comes from two main sources: personal measurements, and 

PUBLISHED�INFORMATION���7HILE�IN�GENERAL�MEMBERS�OF�THE�PUBLIC�DO�NOT�HAVE�ACCESS�TO�THE�FORMER��

it is increasingly possible for anyone who is interested to read the literature.  This is partly because 

of the swing towards open-access publishing, and partly because of digitisation projects that are 

making older publications freely available – either formal projects, as in the AMNH’s digital library 

(<http://digitallibrary.amnh.org/�	��OR�ADHOC�COLLECTIONS�SUCH�AS�THE�/��#��-ARSH�PAPERS 

(<http://sauroposeidon.net/marsh.html�	���/NE�OF�THE�MOST�ENCOURAGING�FRINGEBENElTS�OF�THE�

/$0�SO�FAR�HAS�BEEN�SEEING�HOW�POSSIBLE�IT�HAS�NOW�BECOME�FOR�AN�ENTHUSIAST�WITH�NO�FORMAL�

AFlLIATION�TO�ACCESS�THE�PRIMARY�LITERATURE�
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7E�ARE�ALERT�TO�THE�POTENTIAL�FOR�INCORRECT�TRANSCRIPTIONS�TO�REDUCE�THE�QUALITY�OF�THE�DATABASE���

!CCORDINGLY��WE�REQUIRE�EACH�MEASUREMENT�TO�BE�CONTRIBUTED�BY�TWO�DIFFERENT�PEOPLE�BEFORE�IT�IS�

ACCEPTED�INTO�THE�DATABASE���-EASUREMENTS�ARE�PUBLICLY�RELEASED�ONLY�AFTER�HAVING�BEEN�VERIlED�

IN�THIS�WAY��SO�AS�TO�AVOID�INADVERTENTLY�INmUENCING�VERIlERS�BY�ALLOWING�THEM�TO�SEE�THE�INITIAL�

contributed value.  Measurements that have been submitted only once are noted in the public data 

as having been submitted, but the values are not given.

Raw data is on the level of individual specimens, and is recorded separately for left and right 

elements: sternal plate, scapulocoracoid, humerus, ulna, radius, metacarpals, manual phalanges, 

FEMUR��TIBIA��lBULA��METATARSALS�AND�PEDAL�PHALANGES���&OR�SOME�ELEMENTS��ONLY�THE�LENGTH�IS�TAKEN��

for others, more measurements are recorded: for example, femur measurements include length, 

MINIMUM�CIRCUMFERENCE��MIDSHAFT�MEDIOLATERAL�WIDTH�AND�MIDSHAFT�ANTEROPOSTERIOR�WIDTH���/F�

course, most specimens do not include enough preserved material to allow measurements to be 

made for all relevant elements, so the measurement matrix is very sparse.  At the time of writing, 

one of the most active topics of discussion on the blog is how best to cope with missing data in 

the various analyses that we intend to run: in this, as in many other matters, the involvement of 

OUR�CONTRIBUTORS�PUTS�US�IN�A�MUCH�BETTER�POSITION�TO�APPLY�OPTIMAL�TECHNIQUES�THAN�WE�WOULD�

otherwise be.

!T�THE�TIME�OF�WRITING��THE�DATABASE�CONTAINS�MEASUREMENTS�FOR�������SPECIMENS��OF�WHICH�����WERE�

PERSONALLY�MEASURED�BY�CONTRIBUTORS�AND�THE�OTHER�������TAKEN�FROM�THE�LITERATURE���/F�THE�LATTER��ALL�

BUT�THREE�HAVE�BEEN�INDEPENDENTLY�VERIlED��AND�����OF�THEM�DOUBLECHECKED���!SIDE�FROM�PERSONAL�

measurements, the remainder have been harvested from 220 publications.  These vary from data-

RICH�PAPERS�SUCH�AS�4UMARKIN$ERATZIAN������	��WHICH�CONTAINS�MEASUREMENTS�FOR�����SPECIMENS��

#ARRANO������	�����MEASUREMENTS	�AND�-AIDMENT�et al.������	�����MEASUREMENTS	��ALL�THE�WAY�DOWN�

to the 102 papers that contain measurements for only a single specimen each.  It is encouraging to 

lND�THAT�THE�PAPERS�THAT�INCLUDE�THE�MOST�MEASUREMENTS�ARE�LARGELY�RECENT�ONES�

4HE�IMPRESSIVE�TALLY�OF�������SPECIMENS�IS�NOT�QUITE�AN�ACCURATE�REPRESENTATION�OF�THE�DATA��SOME�

specimens have multiple entries for different bones – for example, because the different bones 

WERE�DESCRIBED�IN�DIFFERENT�PUBLICATIONS��IN�OTHER�CASES��SPECIMENS�THAT�HAVE�BEEN�RENUMBERED�OR�

transferred to different collections appear under more than one specimen number.  Deduplication 

is currently under way.  Also in progress is the combination of multiple specimens into whole-

species records by averaging measurements taken from adult specimens: some analyses will use the 

per-specimen data and some the aggregated per-species data.

About the contributors

At the time of writing, the data collection phase of the project is essentially complete.  Contributions 

TO�THE�DATABASE�HAVE�BEEN�MADE�BY����SEPARATE�PEOPLE��ALL�OF�WHOM�WILL�BE�GIVEN�THE�OPTION�

to be listed as co-authors on the paper.  (Although this is an unusually long authorship list in 

palaeontology, it is dwarfed by some papers in other sciences: King (2007) showed that the number 

OF�PAPERS�WITH���������AND�����AUTHORS�IS�ON�THE�INCREASE��WITH�����PAPERS�PUBLISHED�IN������HAVING�

more than 500 authors.)  Contributors have widely differing backgrounds, though mostly with 

some science component: among the most active are professional palaeontologists like Andy Farke 

and Matt Carrano, but also a database manager for a health-care IT company, a biology student 

specialising in feather development, a librarian specialising in geology and chemistry, and a camera 
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salesman who also sculpts dinosaur models for museums.  (Interviews with some of these people 

ARE�AVAILABLE�ON�THE�/$0�WEBSITE�	

/N�THE�NEGATIVE�SIDE��NEARLY�HALF�OF�THE�PARTICIPANTS�HAVE�PROVIDED�MEASUREMENTS�FOR�FEWER�THAN�

ten specimens.  It’s not clear what we could or should have done to encourage more wholehearted 

PARTICIPATION���7E�MIGHT�HAVE�ESTABLISHED�A�THRESHOLD�NUMBER�OF�CONTRIBUTIONS�NECESSARY�TO�EARN�

an authorship, but that would seem to go against the principle of openness: all contributions are 

valuable, after all.  If the long tail were longer, then numerous contributors providing just one or 

TWO�SETS�OF�MEASUREMENTS�EACH�COULD�BE�VERY�IMPORTANT�ON�AGGREGATE��AS�IT�IS������OF�THE�DATA�WAS�

PROVIDED�BY�JUST�THE�TOP����CONTRIBUTORS���!�MORE�POSITIVE�PERSPECTIVE�IS�THAT�THESE����ARE�MOSTLY�

PEOPLE�WHO�WOULD�OTHERWISE�NOT�BE�INVOLVED�IN�PALAEONTOLOGY��FOR�WHOM�THE�/$0�PRESENTS�A�

UNIQUE�OPPORTUNITY�

Into the future

4HE�/$0�IS�NOT�THE�LAST�WORD�IN�CROWDSOURCING�PALAEONTOLOGY���)N�FACT��TO�THE�BEST�OF�OUR�KNOWLEDGE��

IT�IS�THE�lRST�THAT�IS�OPEN�TO�THE�GENERAL�PUBLIC��AND�OUR�FONDEST�HOPE�IS�THAT�IT�WILL�CATALYSE�OTHER�

EFFORTS�THAT�GREATLY�SURPASS�ITS�ACHIEVEMENTS���/NCE�THE�PAPER�IS�PUBLISHED��WE�WILL�SIT�DOWN�AND�

POSTMORTEM�THE�PROJECT��lGURE�OUT�WHAT�WE�DID�RIGHT��WHAT�WE�GOT�WRONG��HOW�WE�MIGHT�HAVE�

communicated better or made better use of our volunteers.  It’s too early to do that at this stage, 

with the analyses yet to be run and the paper yet to be written, but we do have some sense of what 

we hope to see happening in the wake of this initial open dinosaur project:

s� &IRST��OF�COURSE��WE�HOPE�TO�DISCOVER�NEW�AND�INTERESTING�INSIGHTS�INTO�THE�BIPEDALQUADRUPEDAL�

TRANSITIONS�WITHIN�/RNITHISCHIA��WRITE�THEM�UP�AND�ILLUSTRATE�THEM�CLEARLY��AND�GET�THE�PAPER�

through peer-review and published.

s� 7E�HOPE�THAT�WE�WILL�lND�OTHER�USEFUL�WAYS�TO�USE�THE�LIMBBONE�MEASUREMENT�DATABASE��

AND�THAT�OTHER�WORKERS�WILL�lND�YET�FURTHER�USES�FOR�IT�BEYOND�THOSE�THAT�WE�HAVE�ENVISIONED�

ourselves.

s� )F�THERE�IS�APPETITE�FOR�IT��WE�MAY�WELL�FOLLOW�UP�THE�ORNITHISCHIAN�GAIT�PROJECT�WITH�FURTHER�

PROJECTS�UNDER�THE�/$0�BANNER��PERHAPS�EXPANDING�THE�LIMBMEASUREMENT�DATABASE�TO�OTHER�

CLADES��PERHAPS�TACKLING�COMPLETELY�DIFFERENT�PROBLEMS��HOPEFULLY�MAKING�USE�AGAIN�OF�OUR�

existing contributors, and also bringing new people into the fold.

s� 7E�WANT�THE�BLOG�THAT�IS�BEING�WRITTEN�THROUGHOUT�THIS�PROJECT��AND�THE�ACCUMULATED�DATAlLES��

to serve as a publicly accessible example of how science happens, what scientists actually do – 

how data is gathered, collated, analysed and interpreted.

s� 7E�HOPE�THAT�NONPROFESSIONAL�PALAEONTOLOGISTS�WHO�HAVE�DIPPED�THEIR�TOES�INTO�OUR�WORLD�BY�

PARTICIPATING�IN�THE�/$0�HAVE�LEARNED�ENOUGH�ON�THE�JOURNEY��AND�BECOME�CONlDENT�ENOUGH��

TO�PROGRESS�TO�OTHER�PROJECTS�OUTSIDE�THE�/$0�FOLD�

s� "EST�OF�ALL��WE�WOULD�LIKE�TO�SEE�OTHER�PALAEONTOLOGISTS�LEARNING�FROM�OUR�MISTAKES�AND�

successes, and using crowdsourcing in their own work – so that in a few years what we’re doing 

WITH�THE�/$0�WILL�NO�LONGER�LOOK�UNUSUAL�
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Conclusion

7HEN�WE�LAUNCHED�THE�/PEN�$INOSAUR�0ROJECT��WE�DID�IT�RATHER�TENTATIVELY��NOT�SURE�HOW�IT�WOULD�BE�

RECEIVED���7E�EXPECTED�PESSIMISM��DERISION�OR�EVEN�HOSTILITY�FROM�AMONG�THE�RANKS�OF�PROFESSIONAL�

palaeontologists, but have been pleasantly surprised at the complete absence of such attitudes.  

Far from opposing this opening up of science, many professionals have enthusiastically joined in 

with the data-gathering exercise, and others have offered guidance and good wishes.  To be honest, 

WE�STILL�DO�NOT�KNOW�FOR�SURE�THAT�THIS�IS�GOING�TO�WORK��AND�BECAUSE�EVERYTHING�HAS�BEEN�DONE�IN�

the open, we are set up to fail very publicly if we do fail.  Still, it seems like a risk worth taking.  

4HE�/$0�IS�IMPORTANT�TO�US��IT�S�NOT�JUST�ABOUT�RECRUITING�ADDITIONAL�EFFORT�INTO�A�PROJECT��IT�S�ABOUT�

opening up what has traditionally been a rather secretive science, breaking out of the cloisters 

(Farke et al.������	���7E�DON�T�WANT�TO�WORK�QUIETLY�IN�A�DARK�CORNER��ONLY�TO�EMERGE�AFTER�A�FEW�YEARS�

WITH�lNDINGS�THAT�WE�PUBLISH�IN�PAYFORACCESS�JOURNALS�THAT�THE�GENERAL�PUBLIC�CAN�T�READ��WE�WANT�

to engage and involve anyone and everyone who cares about science, to bring them into the process 

and let them share the results.
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